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2022 NEW MEXICO OPEN 
The 2022 New Mexico Open was held on November 19th and 20th in Socorro, New Mexico. It took place in the 
Fidel Student Union Building at New Mexico Tech. The event was a 5-round Swiss with a 4-round, 1-day Scholastic 
event held on Saturday. $2,100 in total cash prizes was won by players over three sections. This event also marked 
the crowning of the New Mexico State Chess Champion and the annual general member meeting to elect new 
officers for 2023. Overall, 94 players competed, which was an increase from the previous year. Willow LeTard was 
the Chief Tournament Director. 

The Scholastic Section had 23 players and awarded prizes for 9-12, 6-8, 3-5, and K-2 sections. The best overall 
player was Aariv Agrawal (3rd-5th grade) with a perfect 4/4 score. Krish Satish (6th-8th grade) was second overall 
with 3.5/4. 

The Booster Section had 21 players and was very close in the final round. Eliot Ferreira won the Booster Section 
after a final round draw against Santiago Lozoya. Eliot finished with 4.5/5 and Santiago finished 4/5. Three players, 
Mason Brady, Ian Evans, and John LeTard were tied at 3.5/5. 

The Reserve Section had 22 players and was won by Brad Langer who finished at 4.5/5, a full-point ahead of 
second place. Jonathan McIntyre played Brad Langer in the final round for first place, but his loss left him tied for 
second. Second place had a 5-way tie between James Lannon, John Berba, Nicholas Miller, Jonathan McIntyre, 
and Luis Anabia at 3.5/5.  

The Open Section had 26 players and was very close throughout the entire event. In the final round, Abhishek 
Mallela played Corbin Gustafson for first place and had a shot at carrying the Triple-Crown for 2023 (Abhishek won 
the Rapid State Championship and the Blitz State Championship). However, his loss to Corbin in the final round 
dropped him to 3/5 which was only good enough for 7th place. Corbin Gustafson won the Open Section with 4.5/5 
and was crowned the New Mexico State Champion for 2022. 

A very notable story was Ramzi Hammad who didn’t lose a single game and finished in 2nd place during his goal of 
defending his State Championship from 2021. Ramzi had two draws against Matthias Pfau and Nestor Sosa, while 
winning against Holly McRoberts, Robert Goldstein, and Laurence Wutt. This great performance also allowed 
Ramzi to gain 88 rating points! Another defending 2021 State Co-Champion, Matthias Pfau, finished tied for 3rd 
place at 3.5/5. 

INSIDE THIS ISSUE 
Welcome to the 2023 Desert Knight. I’m very excited to bring this year’s Desert Knight back to life. For Issue #1, I 
put together various articles, content, and recaps to bring a very diverse Desert Knight experience for all of the 
readers. I hope you take the time to look through everything that I put together. I worked hard to make sure that 
there was content that appealed to readers of ALL skill levels. The tactics puzzles are pulled right out of games at 
the New Mexico Open. Some players played the correct move in their actual game, but other games were decided 
by this missed tactic. I added results and cross tables to this issue to let all readers know about other events that 
happened around the state as well. For future issues, I want to add a classified ad section for coaches, players 
selling or looking to buy things, or messages to the community from anyone who sends something in! Please email 
me at vicepresident@nmchess.org with anything you want me to add. Thank you again for allowing me to bring this 
to all of the readers. If you have any questions, content, feedback, or letters to the editor, send them to me and I will 
do my best to get them featured in a future issue. 

Daniel Serna 

Vice-President & Interim Desert Knight Editor-in-Chief 
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CHESS NEWS AT A GLANCE 

· Magnus Carlsen wins BOTH Rapid 
World Championship and Blitz 
World Championship 

· Lei Tingjie and Tan Zhongyi to 
compete in Women’s Candidates 
Final in Spring 2023 

· Hikaru Nakamura wins Chess.com 
Speed Chess Championship 

The Desert Knight 

Round 4—NM Open 
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Welcome to 2023 New Mexico Chess, 

 

We have an exciting year to look forward to in New Mexico for Chess, and we are 
starting off strong.  January will have the Senior Memorial Tournament in a new 
venue, that we hope is easier to get to for people from out of town, and is also 
offering discounted rates to chess players.  In February we are having the first 
FIDE event held in New Mexico in over 10 years, and we hope to continue this as 
a tradition.  We have two more tournament directors getting close to Senior TD 
status, and hopefully we can expand the amount of arbiters that we have in the 
state.  Speaking of tournament directors, anyone who is interested in becoming a 
tournament director with USCF can contact me, and I can help you through the 
process, as well as give you opportunities to learn and work in tournaments.  We 
are also looking to have tournaments outside of Albuquerque, if you live in any 
other city, and would like to see a tournament come to your town, and are willing 
to help us secure a venue, please reach out.  Thank you all for coming and play-
ing at our events, and be on the lookout for more tournaments throughout the 
year. 

 

 

 

-John LeTard 

NMCO President 

USCF Senior TD 

FIDE National Arbiter 



WHY USE CHESS     
NOTATION? 

Competitive chess games, even at a 

low level, require players to write 

down the moves using algebraic 

chess notation on a chess notation 

sheet. Thus making this an essential 

part of your chess education. 

However, you may ask yourself why 

you need this descriptive notation at 

all? When you play other board 

games, you don’t notate your moves! 

There are several reasons in chess, 

however, that make it obvious as to 

why it is so useful. The most im-

portant reason is you 

can’t participate in chess tourna-

ments if you don’t know how to no-

tate correctly. 

Why is that? If there is a problem in a 

game or a dispute, the arbiter, who is 

there to help you in these cases, 

must be aware of the progression of 

the game. It makes it easier for any 

arbiter to look at a chess notation 

sheet, or scoresheet, which is clear 

evidence than to rely on the memory 

of the players. 

Algebraic chess notation combines 

the chess piece moved with the new 

square it has moved to on the chess-

board. Bc4 indicates the bishop 

moved to the c4 square. A pawn 

moving to the e3 square is 

“e3” (remember, pawns have no 

capital letter). A queen moving to the 

a7 square is “Qa7”. You get the idea. 

Moves are usually written in pairs, 

showing both the White and the 

Black move – for instance, 1. e4 Nf6 

shows that White used its first move 

to push a pawn to e4, and Black 

responded by developing a knight to 

f6. 
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The most common notation is the 
English algebraic chess notation, but it 
isn’t the only notation. Here is how you 
might see algebraic notation used in 
Spanish: 

R—Rey (king)  

D—Dama (queen)  

T—Torre (rook)  

A—Alfil (bishop)  

C—Caballo (knight)  

P—Péon (pawn)  



H.PILLSBURY-S.TARRASCH, NUREMBERG 
1896 
This position arose after 19.Rxc3 (the rook had recaptured a knight).  

Black should now continue 19...Nxe4 20.Qxe4 f5! And only afterwards exchange on c3; 
this would enable him to defend solidly. Instead Black played: 

19...Rxc3 (Tarrasch did not see any answer for White other than 20.bxc3. His opponent 
however, unexpectedly played:) 

20.Nxf6+ (In his commentary at this juncture, Tarrasch gave question marks to both Pills-
bury’s move and his own reply.) 

20...Bxf6 (After this black eventually lost in 60 moves. ...1-0 

Tarrasch recommended taking the knight with the g-pawn, and maintained that in this 
way Black could have won the game. By way of proof, he gave the following variation 
among others in his analysis: 20...gxf6 21.Qg4+ Kf8 (not 11...Kh8, in view of 22.Qe4) 
22.Qh5 Ba4, with advantage to Black. 

Yet Tarrasch overlooked that after 21...Kf8 22.Bh7 he would be mated (22...Bd6 
23.Bxf6). 

Thus Pillsbury’s 20.Nxf6+ amounted to the start of a fine combination which Tarrasch, 
however, failed to notice either during play or in analysis afterwards. 

 

(Excerpt from “Chess” by Ilya Maizelis) 

ELEMENTS OF        
COMBINATIONS 

Combinations present various 

degrees of difficulty in their execu-

tion. They can be short, simple 

and obvious, flowing logically from 

the systematic process of the 

struggle. They can also be highly 

complex, with continuations many 

moves deep, and sub-variations 

branching off; they can involve 

unexpected moves which are hard 

to calculate, and which even an 

inventive imagination may miss. 

Not only during actual play but 

even afterwards in analysis, com-

binative solutions sometimes 

escape the attention of extremely 

eminent authorities. 

This is an example of such faulty 

analysis. 

Black to play. 
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Harry Nelson Pillsbury 

Harry Nelson Pillsbury was a 
shooting star of chess: after 
winning the star-studded 1895 
Hastings tournament and the 
American championship in 
1898, he became very ill until 
passing away in 1906 at the age 
of just 33. Although he contin-
ued playing into the early 20th 
century with some success and 
played well against Emanuel 
Lasker, Pillsbury never was able 
to challenge for the world cham-
pionship.  

 

Siegbert Tarrasch 

Siegbert Tarrasch was a medi-
cal doctor, German master and 
a world-class player. He 
played Emanuel Lasker for the 
world championship title in 1908 
and was considered one of the 
most influential chess teachers 
of his time. Tarrasch is also 
known for his defense against 
the Queen's Gambit and his line 
in the French Defense, which 
are both named after him and 
are still very popular today.  



CHAMPION SPOTLIGHT—CORBIN GUSTAFSON 

CORBIN’S BOOK    
RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

Players BELOW 2000 

USCF - 

“Mastering Opening 

Strategy” 

“Mastering Chess Strate-

gy” 

“Mastering Endgame 

Strategy” 

(All three titles by Johan 

Hellsten) 

 

Players ABOVE 2000 

USCF - 

Grandmaster Preparation 

Series 

By Jacob Aagaard 

· “Calculation” 

· “Positional Play” 

· “Strategic Play” 

· “Attack & Defense” 

· “Endgame Play” 

· “Thinking Inside the 

Box” 
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Interview with Corbin by Daniel Serna 

1. When did you learn chess and who taught you? 

“I first learned the rules as a freshman in high school in 2012 but did-
n’t get serious about it until later that year when I joined the chess 
team headed by Mitch Robison at Rio Rancho High School.“ 

2. When did you begin playing chess tournament and how did 
you do? 

“The first tournament I played in was the Albuquerque/Rio Rancho 
Open in 2013. I entered the open section and lost all my games.” 

3. When did you begin making legitimate progress in your game 
and How? 

“I improved the most as a junior in high school by playing thousands 
of blitz games online and reading books on strategy. I also did posi-
tional lessons on chess.com by Jeremy Silman which I enjoyed.” 

4. Can you recall a specific turning point? (a game, event, work-
ing with a chess coach, etc.) 

“One turning point was becoming the high school champion which 
gave me confidence that I could become a good chess player even 
though I started playing later than most.” 

5. What are your top book recommendations for beginner to in-
termediate players? (<2000) 

“The books ‘Mastering Chess Strategy’, ‘Mastering Opening Strate-
gy’, and ‘Mastering Endgame Strategy’, all by Johan Hellsten, were 
the ones that helped me the most as a class player.” 

6. What are your top book recommendations for ad-
vanced players? (2000+) 

“Even though I’ve only read the first 50 pages, the book ‘Calculation’ 
by Jacob Aagaard seems very good and I’m sure the rest of the 
books in his Grandmaster Preparation series are of just as high quali-
ty.” 

7. How did you become a National Master? (What tournaments, 
did you have a trainer, etc.) 

“I crossed 2200 at the Mike Perea Memorial tournament in July of 
2022. I feel my play had been at National Master strength since 2018 
but the lack of tournaments I played in caused my over-the-board 
rating to lag behind. I’ve never had a trainer but believe it is a good 
idea to get one if you are struggling to improve.” 



CHAMPION SPOTLIGHT—CORBIN GUSTAFSON 

CORBIN’S USCF     
RATING HISTORY 

First rated event - 

6/30/2013— 

ABQ/RR Open—0/5 points, Open 

section 

Broke 1000 USCF - 

11/9/2013— 

NM Chess Fest 

Broke 1500 USCF - 

3/29/2014— 

2014 NM K-6 Chess Champion-

ship 

Broke 2000 USCF - 

1/11/2015— 

Andy Nowak Memorial Senior 

Broke 2100 USCF - 

08/26/2018— 

NM Class Championship 

Broke 2200 USCF - 

5/29/2022— 

Mike Perea Memorial Open 

(Also earned National Master title) 

Current USCF Rating - 

2248 as of Jan. 15, 2023 
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Interview with Corbin by Daniel Serna (continued…) 

 

8. What was your exact study regimen while working towards 
National Master? 

“I didn’t have a laid-out plan or exact method, I just did the previously 
mentioned activities and managed to get there eventually.” 

9. What is your study routine now? 

“I’ve mostly been studying a book written in Russian and don’t know 
the translated title, but they give you games in chess notation be-
tween 8-30 moves, and you must find the tactic that was missed by 
either player.” 

10. What is next in your chess career? 

“To slowly improve and hopefully obtain FIDE titles.” 

11. Nature or Nurture: Do you think top chess players are born 
with natural ability or do they become talented through hard 
work? 

“The top chess players are certainly the most talented, but they also 
need a lot of hard work in order to realize their potential.” 

12. How do you feel about cheating in chess? 

“Don’t do it.” 

13. Who is your favorite player and why? 

“Even though I’ve seen games by past and present chess players, I 
can’t say that I have a favorite. I would say that I learned more by 
playing through more positional games by players like Karpov or 
Carlsen, than I did Kasparov or Tal’s games. “ 



USCF TOURNAMENT DIRECTOR...IS IT WORTH 
IT?  

(Article Written by Andre Harding) 

Have you ever wondered what it’s like to be a USCF tournament director? Today I’m 
going to whet your appetite. Everything I discuss below relates to U.S. Chess Feder-
ation tournaments only. FIDE-rated events held in the USA must follow FIDE rules, 
too, so I won’t be discussing these events either. 

Getting on the USCF Tournament Director wheel 

I would encourage all players, parents, and coaches to gain a basic understanding 
of USCF tournament rules, whether they have an interest in directing tournaments 
or not. 

If you want to run small rated tournaments in a school or chess club, the first step is 
to become a certified director. The first rung on the ladder is Club Tournament 
Director. Study the most up-to-date version of the USCF rules and apply to become 
a TD. There’s no fee to become a TD. 

Your Club TD term lasts three years, and can be renewed by passing an open-book 
test with a 70% score. You can direct tournaments expected to draw up to 50 play-
ers — up to 60 players if you have an assistant TD and use pairing software. For 
most TDs, this is plenty. 

Well, if I have to take a test anyway… 

You may be interested in a promotion to Local Tournament Director. 

To meet the experience requirements, you need to direct at least three tournaments 
with a total of 50 or more players, and be Chief TD of at least one of those events. 

A simple way to do this is to run a rated quad and assist at as many tournaments as 
needed to reach the 50-player-total threshold. Email the USCF for the Local test and 
score 80%. 

Local TDs can direct any tournament expected to draw up to 100 players. That in-
creases to 120 players if they have an assistant and use a computer pairing pro-
gram. 

Promote if you have any desire to run or assist at larger tournaments. At Local, 
Organizers will be interested in giving you a chance; it’s hard to find good directors! 
The three levels after Local are Senior TD, Associate National TD (ANTD) and, at 
the top, National TD (NTD). 

Pause! Let’s back up for a reality check. 

There’s no harm in becoming a Club TD. If you never run an event, no big deal. 
Tournament directors don’t work for the USCF — they just need to abide by the 
rules and basic ethics if they run rated events. A small club or classroom tourna-
ment can be a nice experience. 

It’s the bigger events you need to think carefully about. 

Tournaments have long hours! A scholastic event doesn’t start with Round 1 at 10 
am. On-site registration opened at 9 am. Setup (tables, chairs, chess sets, food, 
concessions, etc.) started at 7:45 am, or even the previous day. Prizes and cleanup 
run 1-2 hours after the last game ends. 

Don’t worry; I just want you to see the big picture. If you help at a larger event, you 
would probably be asked to show up at 9:30 am and watch games on the tourna-
ment “floor,” answering questions and settling disputes. You may also help with 
setup and/or cleanup, and leave at 5pm. 

All in all, it’s not a terribly stressful way to earn some extra cash, but it’s an acquired 
taste. 

Will you join us as a USCF tournament director? 

THE TOURNAMENT  
DIRECTOR (FROM 
USCF RULE BOOK) 

21A. The chief tournament direc-

tor.  

Responsible for all play, the tourna-

ment director must see that the 

rules are observed. The director is 

bound by the official rules of chess, 

by US Chess tournament rules and 

code of ethics, and by all US 

Chess procedures and policies.  

21B. Duties and powers.  

The chief tournament director‘s 

duties and powers normally include 

the following: to appoint assistants 

as required to help in the perfor-

mance of his or her duties; to ac-

cept and list entries; to provide 

suitable conditions of play; to famil-

iarize players with the playing 

facility and other tournament condi-

tions; to prepare pairings; to dis-

play wall charts; to rule on disputes 

and enforce such rulings; and to 

collect scores, report results, and 

forward US Chess and member-

ship applications, tournament re-

sults and fees to the sponsoring 

organization and for the official 

record.  
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Tournament Director Levels 

Club Director— 

Starting level, free!, can run tourna-
ments up to 50 players (60 if using 
computer software AND assistant 
TD) 

Local Director— 

Can run tournaments up to 100 
players (120 if using computer 
software AND assistant TD) 

Senior Director— 

Can run tournaments up to 300 
players (360 if using software AND 
assistant TD) 

Associate National Director 
(ANTD) - 

Can run any tournament smaller 
than national tournaments or Na-
tional Championships 

National Director (NTD) — 

No limitations, no expiration. 



2022 I-10 SHOWDOWN, EL PASO, TX, 

EVENT RECAP 

The I-10 Showdown is a 2 round 

team tournament held between 

Southern New Mexico and West 

Texas. Every year, the two teams 

play each other for bragging rights 

on the I-10 corridor. This year’s 

edition was held on December 11th. 

Seven players represented each 

team with a time control of 90 

minutes with 5-second delay. 

This year, West Texas fielded a 

team with an average rating of 1547 

versus Southern New Mexico’s 

1494 rating. 

The first round saw the top three 

boards for Southern New Mexico 

getting decisive results. James 

Lannon and Matthew Duran had the 

decisive results for West Texas in 

the first round. The difference mak-

er was Grace Yarborough holding a 

draw against Mario Lopez who is 

over 400 points higher rated. This 

gave Southern New Mexico a first-

round lead of 4-3. 

In the second round, Joshua Man-

key was able to draw his higher-

rated opponent, however the next 

three boards all gave decisive re-

sults in favor of Southern New 

Mexico. Although Grace Yar-

borough and Mack Pokorny lost 

their games in the second round, 

Ian Evans drew his game against 

Violet Duran to give Southern New 

Mexico another 4-3 round. 

Southern New Mexico wins the 

2022 I-10 Showdown with a score 

of 8-6. Special recognition goes to 

Harshin Jagirapu, Steve Perea, and 

Mathew Duran who won both of 

their rounds against their oppo-

nents. 
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Board Southern New Mexico West Texas 

Player Rating Result Player Rating Result 

1 Ronald Farrar 2043 1.5 Joshua Mankey 1814 0.5 

2 Harshin Jagirapu 1909 2.0 Ricardo Hermosillo 1782 0.0 

3 Steve Perea 1806 2.0 Michael Alvarez 1690 0.0 

4 Ezekiel Ortega 1338 1.0 James Lannon 1680 1.0 

5 Grace Yarborough 1197 0.5 Mario Lopez 1609 1.5 

6 Mack Pokorny 1118 0.0 Mathew Duran 1357 2.0 

7 Ian Evans 1046 1.0 Violet Duran 896 1.0 

Total    8.0    6.0 
Aver-
age 

  1494 0.57   1547 0.43 

Board Southern New Mexico West Texas 

Player Rating Result Player Rating Result 
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7 Ian Evans 1046 0.5 Violet Duran 896 0.5 
Total    4.0     3.0 
Aver-
age 

  1494     1547   
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Player Rating Result Player Rating Result 
1 Ronald Farrar 2043 1.0 Joshua Mankey 1814 0.0 
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Total    4.0    3.0 
Aver-
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  1494     1547   

Southern New Mexico Players 

Ronald Farrar (2043) 

Harshin Jagirapu (1909) 

Steve Perea (1806) 

Ezekiel Ortega (1338) 

Grace Yarborough (1197) 

Mack Pokorny (1118) 

Ian Evans (1046) 

West Texas Players 

Joshua Mankey (1814) 

Ricardo Hermosillo (1782) 

Michael Alvarez (1690) 

James Lannon (1680) 

Mario Lopez (1609) 

Marco Limas (1357) 

Violet Duran (896) 

Final Results 

Round 2 

Round 1 



TACTICS PUZZLES 
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Puzzle #1 - 

Cutchall v. Dominguez 

White to play. 

Puzzle #2 - 

Brady v. Cutchall 

Black to play. 

Puzzle #3 - 

Ferreira v. Pokorny 

White to play. 

Puzzle #4 - 

Hooks v. Carter 

White to play. 

Puzzle #5 - 

Hammad v. Goldstein 

White to play. 

Puzzle #6 - 

Yane v. Padilla 

White to play. 

Puzzle #7 - 

Goldstein v. Castillo, Jr. 

Black to play. 

“No matter how much the-
ory progresses, how radi-
cally styles change, chess 
play is inconceivable with-
out tactics.” 

 - Samuel Reshevsky 



OPEN POSITIONS 

In addition to elected officers, the Execu-

tive Board will attempt to fill additional 

Officer Positions. These positions may be 

appointed by the Executive Board at any 

subsequent meeting of the Executive 

Board as candidates become available. 

These positions will have equivalent 

voting and tenure status as the elected 

Officers: 

Tournament Organizer: The Tourna-

ment Organizer will be responsible for 

organizing all NMCO sponsored chess 

tournaments which includes, submitting 

the tournament design and financial 

estimates to the Executive Board well in 

advance of any tournament; finding and 

contracting in a financially responsible 

manner a suitable playing site; submitting 

the proper tournament announcement 

and payment to the USCF in a timely 

manner; and procuring a USCF qualified 

Tournament Director and assistant Tour-

nament Director, if required (who may 

receive payment as designated by the 

Executive Board). The Tournament 

Organizer shall cooperate with the Secre-

tary in maintaining an up-to-date list of 

active NMCO members. The Tournament 

Organizer will not run any NMCO spon-

sored chess tournament without prior 

approval of the Executive Board. Moreo-

ver, the Executive Board officers will 

assist and follow the Tournament Organ-

izer's leadership in setting up and running 

chess tournaments. The Tournament 

Organizer shall provide the Executive 

Board a report on any completed tourna-

ment to include site issues and other 

pertinent information affecting the tourna-

ment outcome. The Tournament Organiz-

er will provide a copy of the tournament 

results, winners, prizes, etc. to the News-

letter Editor for inclusion in “Desert 

Knight”. 

Newsletter Editor: The Editor will be 

responsible for compiling and publishing 

a NMCO Newsletter, entitled the “Desert 

Knight”; the goal is three times a year. 

The “Desert Knight” should be released in 

conjunction with the four NMCO spon-

sored traditional chess tournaments. The 

“Desert Knight” may carry advertisements 

of future events, news about NMCO, 

results of past events, and any other 

information the Executive Board decides 

to include. 

 

 

Anyone interested in these positions can 

submit a letter to the Executive Board 

with their desire to fill an open position. 

Please email board@nmchess.org 

NOVEMBER BOARD MEETING NOTABLE 

· December Meeting was held after the Scholastic Rapid and Blitz tournament in Las 
Cruces 

· The Senior/Memorial dates/venue were finalized 

· G/60 January and February dates/venue were finalized 

· Sandia FIDE Open dates/venue were finalized 

· All-girls Scholastic Rapid and Blitz dates/venue were finalized 

· Application for Tournament Organizer was considered and not accepted 

· Before elections, two motions were 

presented for election and discussion 

· Motion to change NM State Champi-

on to a tournament determined by 
Executive Board, rather than winner 
of NM Open. The rationale is that as 
we add FIDE ratings, we will attract 
more out-of-state players which can 
affect placements and standings. 
This allows the board to create a NM 
resident only tournament or closed 
invitational tournament to determine 
State Champion. Passed UNANI-
MOUSLY. 

· Motion to add NM Women’s Open to 

required tournaments every year. 
The rationale was to support Wom-
en’s Chess and show a commitment 

from the Executive Board to grow 
Women’s Chess. Passed UNANI-
MOUSLY. 

· New officer elections were held. 

Each nominee ran unopposed and 
was elected UNANIMOUSLY. 

· New Executive Board held meeting 

to appoint new officers to appointed 
positions and schedule December 
meeting (Full list on last page) 

· December meeting scheduled 

EVENTS TO BE HELD IN 2023 

DECEMBER BOARD MEETING NOTABLE 

Here are the announced events that have not been given a date yet. This will be updated 
as more information becomes available: 

· NM Women’s Open 

· Albuquerque/Rio Rancho Open 

· NM Class Championship 

· NM Open 

· NM State Championship Qualifications and Championship Event 
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LETARD, NASH VS. EVANS, IAN SCOTT—RD 4 
(C50 Italian Game: Giuoco Piano) 

1.e4 e5 2.Nf3 Nc6 3.Bc4 Bc5 4.O-O Nf6 5.d3 O-O 6.Bg5 h6 7.Be3 Bb6 8.Nbd2?! 

(8.Nc3 d6 9.a4 Bg4 10.h3 Be6 11.Bxb6 axb6 12.Bb5 Nd4) 

8...d5 9.exd5 Nxd5 10.Bxb6 Nxb6 11.Bb3 Bg4 12.h3 Bh5 13.Qe1 Re8 14.Nc4?? 

(14.Qe4 Qf6 15.a4 a5 16.Qh4 Qxh4 17.Nxh4 Be2 18.Rfe1 Nd4 19.Nf5 Nxf5 20.Rxe2 
Nd4) 

14...Bxf3 15.gxf3 Nd4 16.Nxe5? (16.Nd2 Nd5) 

16...Rxe5 17.Qxe5 Nxf3+ 18.Kh1 Nxe5 19.Rae1 Qg5 20.Rg1?! (20.f4 Qg3) 

20...Qf5 21.d4?! Checkmate is now unavoidable 

(21.Re3 Qxf2 22.Rxe5 Qf3+ 23.Rg2 Qf1+ 24.Kh2 Qf4+ 25.Kg1 Qxe5 26.Rg4 Qxb2 
27.Kg2 Rf8)  

21...Qxh3#  

0-1 

ITALIAN GAME—
GIUOCO PIANO 

3. Bc4 

The Italian Game is very popu-

lar and one of the oldest open-

ings in chess. White develops 

the bishop to a good square 

where it controls the center and 

targets f7. This opening is very 

easy to study and one of the 

best choices for beginners. 

3...Bc5 – Giuoco Piano 

White's main plan is to take 

control of the center with a d4 

push. They must choose wheth-

er to do it right then (4. d4 to get 

a lead in development (despite 

the loss of the pawn)), or to 

prepare it with moves like 4. 

c3 or 4. b4. 

White may also forget about the 

d4-push, and play a quieter line, 

by supporting the center with 4. 

d3, for example. 

Nc4 is  blunder. What was the threat that White missed? 
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Model Game: 

Mariya Muzychuk vs Hou 
Yifan 

Women’s World Champion-
ship  - 2016 

1.e4 e5 2.Nf3 Nc6 3.Bc4 Bc5 
4.O-O Nf6 5.d3 d6 6.c3 O-O 
7.Bg5 h6 8.Bh4 g5 9.Bg3 g4 
10.Nh4 Nh5 11.a4 a6 12.Na3 
Qg5 13.Nc2 Ba7 14.Ne3 Ne7 
15.d4 Qg7 16.dxe5 dxe5 
17.Nef5 Bxf5 18.exf5 Bc5 
19.Re1 Nxg3 20.hxg3 Kh8 
21.Qe2 Bd6 22.Qe4 Rab8 
23.Be2 h5 24.Rad1 Ng8 
25.Kh2 Qg5 26.Bc4 Nf6 
27.Qe3 Qxe3 28.Rxe3 e4 
29.Re2 Rbd8 30.Bb3 Rd7 
31.f3 Re8 32.Rde1 Rde7 
33.Bc2 exf3 34.Rxe7 Rxe7 
35.Rxe7 f2 36.Rxf7 f1=Q 
37.Ng6+ Kg8 38.Rxf6 Bc5  

(White resigns. 0-1)  



YILK, TODD VS. JUNCHAYA, MADISON—RD 3 
(C62 Ruy Lopez: Steinitz Defense ) 

1.e4 e5 2.Nf3 Nc6 3.Bb5 d6 4.h3 Bd7 5.Nc3 a6 6.Ba4?! 

(6.Bxc6 Bxc6 7.d4 Nf6 8.Qd3 Qe7 9.Bg5 h6 10.Bxf6 Qxf6) 

6...b5 7.Bb3 h6?! 

(7...Na5 8.O-O Nxb3 9.axb3 c5 10.Ne2 Nf6 11.Ng3 Be7 12.c3) 

8.O-O Nf6 9.d3 Be7 10.Be3 O-O 11.Nd5 Nxd5 12.Bxd5 Rb8 13.Qd2 Bf6 14.a3 Ne7 
15.Ba7? 

(15.Ba2 Ng6 16.b4 Qe7 17.c3 c5 18.Bd5 Rfc8 19.Rfc1 Qd8 20.Rab1 Ne7 21.Ba2 Ng6) 

15...Nxd5 16.Bxb8?! 

(16.exd5 Ra8 17.Be3 Be7 18.Nh2 f5 19.f4 exf4 20.Bd4 g5 21.Rae1 Bf6 22.Nf3 g4) 

16...Nf417.Ba7c518.b4?! 

(18.a4 bxa4 19.d4 Bg5 20.Kh1 cxd4 21.Bxd4 exd4 22.h4 f5 23.exf5 Bc6 24.hxg5 Rxf5)  

18...Bg5 19.Nxg5?? 

(19.Kh2 Qc7 20.d4 Qxa7 21.dxc5 dxc5 22.Nxg5 hxg5 23.Qd6 Rc8 24.Qxe5 f6 25.Qd6                    
Rc6) 

19...Qxg5 (White resigns 0-1) 

RUY LOPEZ—STEINITZ 
DEFENSE 

3. Bb5 

The essential move marking the Ruy Lopez, or 

Spanish Game. "It is the double king's pawn 
opening most commonly used in master play; it 

has been adopted by almost all players at 

some point in their careers and many play it 

from both the White and Black sides." 

White threatens to trade off Black's c6-knight, 

leaving the e5-pawn undefended. It's not 

an immediate threat, because after 4. Bxc6 
dxc6 5. Nxe5, Black can win the pawn back 

with 5... Qd4 or 5... Qg5. 

Black can respond in a variety of ways. The 

most common move is the Morphy De-

fense 3... a6. This forces White to make a 

decision about the Bishop - retreat or ex-

change. 

Many other moves are available, some ne-

glecting completely the protection of the knight 

and the pawn and continuing development. 

The opening is named after the 16th century 

Spanish priest Ruy López de Segura. 

3...d6 – Steinitz Defense 

The move is sometimes called the Old Steinitz 

Defense because it is viewed as not best for 

black. The e5 pawn is not threatened by Bxc6 

so there is no need to defend the pawn. Black 

allows his light square Bishop to become 

active, but at the same time his dark square 

bishop is getting blocked, so there isn't much 
of any gain in development. The move also 

allows white to play d4 immediately.  

Ba7 was a mistake. Why was Ba2 better? 
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Model Game: 

Alexander Alekhine vs Jose 
Raul Capablanca 

St. Petersburg - 1914 

1.e4 e5 2.Nf3 Nc6 3.Bb5 d6 
4.d4 exd4 5.Nxd4 Bd7 6.Nc3 
Nf6 7.O-O Be7 8.Nf5 Bxf5 
9.exf5 O-O 10.Re1 Nd7 
11.Nd5 Bf6 12.c3 Nb6 
13.Nxf6+ Qxf6 14.Bxc6 bxc6 
15.Qf3 Rfe8 16.Be3 c5 
17.Re2 Re5 18.Rae1 Rae8 
19.Qb7 Qxf5 20.Qxc7 Qe6 
21.Qxa7 Nd5 22.Kf1 Nf4 
23.Rd2 Nxg2 24.Kxg2 Qg4+ 
25.Kf1 Qh3+ 26.Ke2 Rxe3+ 
27.fxe3 Qxe3+ 28.Kd1 
Qxe1+ 29.Kc2 Qe4+ 30.Kb3 
Qc6 31.a4 d5 32.a5 Qb5+ 
33.Ka3 Rb8 34.Ka2 h6 35.a6 
Qb3+  

(White resigns. 0-1)  



MENDEZ, DOMINIC VS. JUNCHAYA, MADISON 
— RD 1 
(C20 King's Pawn Game: Leonardis Variation ) 

1.e4 e5 2.d3 Nc6 3.Be2 Nf6 4.Nc3 d5 5.Bf3?! Bb4?! 6.Bd2?! Bxc37.Bxc3 d4?! 8.Bd2 
O-O 9.Ne2 Re8 10.O-O Be6 11.Ng3 Qd7?! 12.Qc1? 

(12.Bg5 Kh8 13.Bxf6 gxf6 14.Bh5 Qd6 15.Qc1 Rg8 16.Qh6 Qe7 17.f4 exf4 18.Rxf4 Rg5) 

12...Bg4?! 13.h3?? 

(13.Bxg4 Nxg4 14.h3 Nf6 15.b4 a5 16.bxa5 Nxa5 17.f4 exf4 18.Rxf4 Re6 19.Nf5 Ne8) 

13...Bxf3 14.gxf3 Qxh3 15.Nf5? 

(15.Re1 Re6 16.Re2 Nh5 17.Qf1 Qh4 18.Qg2 Nf4 19.Bxf4 Qxf4 20.Ree1 Rh6 21.Kf1 
Ne7) 

15...Qxf3?? 

(15...Nh5 16.Bg5 Re6 17.Ng3 Nxg3 18.fxg3 Qxg3+ 19.Kh1 Rg6 20.f4 Qh3+ 21.Kg1 h6 
22.Rf2) 

16.Bh6? 

(16.Qd1 Qxd1 17.Raxd1 g6 18.Ng3 Nd8 19.f4 exf4 20.Rxf4 Nd7 21.Kf2 f6 22.Rh4 c5) 

16...Qg4+ 17.Kh1 Qh3+ 18.Kg1 Ng4 19.Re1?? Checkmate is now unavoidable 

(19.Bf4 exf4 20.Qxf4 Nce5 21.f3 Ne3 22.Rf2 Re6 23.Qg5 Nxf5 24.exf5 Rh6 25.Qxh6 
Qxh6) 

19...Qh2+ 20.Kf1 Qxf2#  

0-1 

KING’S PAWN—
LEONARDIS VARIATION 

2.d3 

2. d3 is known as the Leonardis 

Variation. The Leonardis Variation 

is inferior to most other responses 

to the Open Game (like 2. Nf3 or 

2. Bc4) because it is very passive 

and blocks off the light-squared 

bishop (hems it to a defensive role 

on e2). Also, this is a very quiet 

move and allows Black easy 

equality with 2...Nf6 followed by 

3...d5. However, this can be taken 

as a reversed Philidor Defense, 

and in that case, it is quite playa-

ble for White (this still results in 

equal positions, but Black has a 

small first-move advantage). Nev-

ertheless, as told before, this 

move does effectively give up 

White's first move advantage to 

Black, so is not played very com-

monly.  
.h3 is a blunder. What should White have done instead? 
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Model Game: 

Quoc Anh Le vs. Xuan 
Tung Lam Du 

Hanoi—2012 

1.e4 e5 2.d3 Nc6 3.Be2 
Nf6 4.Nf3 Bc5 5.O-O d6 
6.c4 Be6 7.b3 Qd7 8.a4 
O-O-O 9.Nc3 Rhg8 
10.Bg5 h6 11.Bxf6 gxf6 
12.h3 Bxh3 13.Nh4 Bxg2 
14.Nxg2 Qh3 15.Bf3 
Rxg2+ 16.Bxg2 Rg8 
17.Re1 Qxg2# 0-1 



ONG, CHRISTOPHER VS. BARKER, VALERIE — 
RD 3 
(A11 English Opening: Caro-Kann Defensive System) 

1.c4 c6 2.Nc3 d5 3.e3 Nf6 4.Nf3 Bf5 5.d4 e6 6.Be2 h6 7.Ne5 Nbd7 8.f4 Nxe5?! 

(8...Be7 was best)  

9.fxe5 Ne4 10.O-O Be7 11.Nxe4?! 

(11.cxd5 was best) 

11...Bxe4 12.cxd5 Qxd5 13.Bf3 Bg5 14.Bd2 O-O 15.Qe2 c5 16.Bc3 cxd4 17.exd4 
Bxf3 18.Rxf3 b5 19.a3 a5 20.Rd1 Rfd8 21.Qf2 Rd7 22.Rf1 b4 23.axb4 axb4 24.Bxb4 
Qxd4 25.Qxd4 Rxd4 26.Bc3 Rd7 27.Rg3 Bd2 28.Bxd2 Rxd2 29.Rb1?! 

(29.Rgf3 Ra7 30.R3f2 Rd3 31.Re2 Rb7 32.Rff2 Rdb3 33.h3 R3b4 34.Kh2 g5 35.Rd2 
Kg7) 

29...Re2 30.b4 Rxe5? 

(30...Rb8 31.Rg4 Rxe5 32.Rc4 Rb7 33.Kf2 g5 34.h4 Kg7 35.Rd4 Kf6 36.Rc4 Kg6 37.g3) 

31.b5 Rd5 32.b6 Rb8 33.Rc3 Rd7 34.Kf2 Kf8 35.Ke3 Ke8 36.Rc7?? 

(36.Rc6 was best) 

36...Rxc7 37.bxc7 Rc8 38.Rb8 (White resigns. 0-1. White realized that Kd7 counters the 
pin and loses material)  

ENGLISH OPENING 

1.c4 

The English Opening, 4th most popular 
move. White frees the queen, discourages 
Black's move 1...d5, and makes absolutely 
sure that the c-pawn won't get stuck on c2 
behind a knight on c3. The resulting posi-
tions have more of a 1. d4 character than an 
1. e4 character, and indeed the move d4 
often follows later. 

This opening isn't as sharp as 1.e4 or 1.d4 
but takes control of d5. It is very flexible and 
can transpose easily. 

Black's responses— 

1...Nf6 or 1...g6 are likely to transpose into 
an Indian Defense. 

1...e5 is a "reversed" Sicilian Defense. 

1...e6 will probably end up in a Queen's 
Gambit Declined. This is known as the 
Agincourt Defense. However, if White plays 
2.d4 then Black plays 2...Nf6, it is a typical 
Indian game (1.d4 Nf6 2.c4 e6 is the normal 
order.) 

1...c5 – most pure English lines come from 
the Symmetrical Variation and are quite hard 
to play and to understand. 

1...c6 will usually either transpose into 
the Caro-Kann Defense or the Slav Defense. 

1...f5, the Anglo-Dutch Defense, leads to 
sharp tactical lines for Black, but can open a 
powerful kingside attack. This is likely to 
transpose into the regular Dutch De-
fense after 2.d4. 

1...b6 will in all likelihood transpose into 
the English Defense. 

1...d5 is seldom played but may transpose 
into the Queen's Gambit or the Réti Open-
ing. 

1...b5 normally gives good chances for 
Black, even though the Halibut Gambit is 
considered unsound at the professional 
level. 

1...g5, the Myers Defense, gives White a 
small advantage. 

Rc7 with intention of Rb8 pinning the Rook to Black King. Why doesn’t this work? 
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Model Game: 

Anish Giri vs. Baadur Jobava 

Tbilisi Fide Grand Prix—2015 

1.Nf3 Nf6 2.c4 c6 3.Nc3 d5 4.e3 g6 5.d4 
Bg7 6.Be2 O-O 7.O-O Bg4 8.cxd5 cxd5 
9.Qb3 b6 10.h3 Bxf3 11.Bxf3 e6 12.Qa4 
Qd7 13.Bd2 Rc8 14.Qxd7 Nbxd7 15.Rfc1 
Ne8 16.Be2 a6 17.a4 Nd6 18.b3 Bf8 
19.Kf1 Be7 20.Bd3 Kf8 21.Be1 Ke8 22.f3 
Nb8 23.e4 Nc6 24.Ne2 Bg5 25.Rd1 Kd7 
26.g4 Be3 27.Bb1 f6 28.exd5 exd5 29.Ra2 
Re8 30.Nc3 Nb4 31.Re2 Rac8 32.Ne4 
dxe4 33.fxe4 Nxe4 34.Rxe3 Nc3 35.Rxe8 
Kxe8 36.Rc1 Nbd5 37.Bd2 Kd7 38.Bd3 b5 
39.axb5 axb5 40.Kf2 b4 41.Ra1 Rc7 42.h4 
Ne7 43.Bf4 Rb7 44.Ra8 Ncd5 45.Bh2 f5 
46.gxf5 Nxf5 47.Be4 Rb5 48.Ra7+ Ke6 
49.Bd3 Rb6 50.Rxh7 Rc6 51.h5 Rc3 
52.Be4 gxh5 53.Rxh5 Nde3 54.d5+ Kf6 
55.Bf4 Rxb3 56.d6 Ke6 57.Ke1 Rc3 
58.Rh7 Rc4 59.d7 Rd4  

1/2-1/2 



MIRAMONTES, ERNEST VS. WUTT, LAURENCE 
— RD 1 
(B33 Sicilian Defense: Pelikan and Sveshnikov Variations) 

1.e4 c5 2.Nf3 Nc6 3.d4 cxd4 4.Nxd4 Nf6 5.Nc3 e5 6.Ndb5 d6 7.Nd5 Nxd5 8.exd5 Nb8 
9.Be2 Be7 10.O-O O-O 11.c4 a6 12.Nc3 f5 13.a4 a5 14.Nb5?! 

(14.c5 dxc5 15.Nb5 Bf6 16.d6 Nc6 17.Qd5+ Kh8 18.Qxc5 Bd7 19.Be3 Rc8 20.Qd5 Nb4)  

14...Na6 15.Bd2 Nc5?! (15...b6 was best) 

16.b4 axb4 17.Bxb4 b6 18.Bxc5?! (18.a5 Bd7 was best) 

18...bxc5 19.Qb3?! 

(19.f3 h5 20.Kh1 h4 21.Ra3 Bg5 22.Bd3 g6 23.a5 Ra6 24.Qe2 Bf4 25.Rfa1 Rf7  

19...f4?? (19...Bf6 20.Ra2) 

20.Bf3 Bf5 21.Rfe1 Qd7 22.Be4 Bxe4 23.Rxe4 Bd8 24.Qh3 Qxh3 25.gxh3 Rf6 26.Re2 
Ba5 27.f3 Raf8?! (This move gave up all of black’s advantage) 

(27...Rh6 28.Rg2 Ra6 29.Rg4 Rxh3 30.Kg2 Rh5 31.h4 Kf7 32.Rg1 g6 33.Kh3 Kf6 
34.R1g2) 

28.Rg2 Rh6 29.Kf2?! (29.h4 Ra8 30.Rg4 Kf7 31.Kg2 Ra6 32.Kh3g6 33.Rb1 Kf6 34.Rg5 
Ke7 35.Rd1 Bb4) 

29...Rff6?! (29...e4 30.fxe4) 30.Rag1 g6 31.Na7? (31.Rg4 was best) 31...Bc3?! (31...e4 
32.Rf1) 

32.Ke2?? (32.Nb5 was best) 32...Rxh3? (32...e4 33.Rf1) 

33.Nc6 e4 34.Ne7+?? (White failed to see all of the fork threats on f3. Rf2 was best) 

34...Kf7 (White resigns 0-1. After this move, White will lose the Knight or a Rook on g2.) 

SICILIAN—
SVESHNIKOV 

The variation is named after the 

Latvian Grandmaster Evgeny Svesh-

nikov. In the various Najdorf lines 

where Black plays e5, he gets his 

desired pawn structure at the cost of 

leaving his king's bishop stuck behind 

a pawn on d6. Right now, Black is 

trying to have his cake and eat it by 

delaying d6 until the bishop has fled 

to b4. The standard Najdorf was good 

enough to be played religiously by 

Garry Kasparov; White must cut out 

the threat of ...Bb4 or be faced with 

an improved Najdorf. 

The move that does more or less 

force ...d6 is Ndb5. The knight threat-

ens to invade the d6 outpost with 

check. Note that this forks Black's 

king and c8-bishop, but Black can 

deal with this easily with 7...Bxd6. 

Nde2 is the only significant sideline, 

fortifying the c3 knight to avoid the 

wrecking of the queenside pawns that 

would occur after ...Bb4 and ...Bxc3 

bxc3. Neither Nb3 nor Nf3 offer any-

thing in particular to compensate for 

letting the bishop out, Nf5 places the 

knight on a shaky square that can be 

instantly exploited with 6...d5! and 

Nxc6 bxc6 hands control of d5 back 

to Black 

White is planning to reroute the Knight to attack d6, but they are too slow. Why? 
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Model Game: 

Peter Leko vs. Vladimir 
Kramnik 

Linares—2004 

1.e4 c5 2.Nf3 Nc6 3.d4 cxd4 
4.Nxd4 Nf6 5.Nc3 e5 6.Ndb5 
d6 7.Bg5 a6 8.Na3 b5 9.Bxf6 
gxf6 10.Nd5 f5 11.Bd3 Be6 
12.O-O Bxd5 13.exd5 Ne7 
14.Qh5 e4 15.Be2 Bg7 16.c3 
Rc8 17.Nc2 Rc5 18.Ne3 f4 
19.Nf5 O-O 20.a4 Nxf5 
21.Qxf5 Qe7 22.axb5 axb5 
23.Qxf4 Rxd5 24.Rfd1 Re5 
25.Qe3 f5 26.Qb6 f4 27.Qxd6 
Qg5 28.f3 e3 29.Ra7 Kh8 
30.Qd7 Rg8 31.Qh3 Qg6 
32.Rad7 Rh5 33.R7d6 Bf6 
34.Rxf6 Qc2 35.Qxh5 Qxe2 
36.g4 Qf2+  

(White resigns. 0-1) 



JAGIRAPU, HARSHIN VS. PFAU, MATTHIAS — 
RD 2 
(B13 Caro-Kann Defense: Exchange Variation ) 

1.e4 c6 2.d4 d5 3.exd5 cxd5 4.Bd3 Nc6 5.c3 Nf6 6.Nf3 Bg4 7.O-O e6 8.Re1 Be7?! 

(8...Bd6 9.h3 Bh5 10.Be2 Bg6 11.Bd3 Bxd3 12.Qxd3 Qc7 13.a3 a6 14.Bg5 Ne4 15.Nbd2)  

9.Nbd2 O-O 10.h3 Bh5 11.Nf1 Re8 12.Ng3 Bg6 13.Bf4 Qb6 14.Re2 Rac8 15.Ne5 Nxe5 
16.Bxe5 Nd7 17.Bf4 Bd6 18.Bxd6 Bxd3 19.Qxd3 Qxd6 20.Rae1 Nf6 21.Qb5 a6 
22.Qd3 b5 23.Re5?! (23.a3 was best) 

23...b4 24.Rc1 Red8 25.Re2 bxc3 26.Rxc3 Rxc3 27.Qxc3 h5 28.Rc2 h4 29.Ne2 Rb8 
30.b3 Qb6 31.Qc6 Qa5 32.Qc3 Qb5 33.Qc5 Qd3 34.Nf4?? (34.f3 was best) 

34...Qf5?? 

(34...Qd1+ 35.Kh2 Ne4 36.Rc1 Qd2 37.Qc7 Rf8 38.Nh5 Qxd4 39.f3 Nf2 40.Qf4 Qxf4+ 
41.Nxf4) 

35.Qc7 Re8 36.Re2?? (36.Rc1 g5) 

36...g5 37.Qc6 Qxf4 38.Qxa6 Qxd4 39.Qb5?! 

(39.Re1 Ne4 40.Qe2 Ra8 41.a4 Qd2 42.Qe3 Qxe3 43.Rxe3 Kf8 44.f3 Nd2 45.g4 Nxb3) 

39...Rc8 (White resigns. 0-1) 

CARO KANN—
EXCHANGE 

2.c6  

In choosing the Caro-Kann, Black 

gives up the center in exchange 

for easier development. In con-

trast to the French, the queen's 

bishop is not blocked, but the c6-

square is no longer available for 

the knight. Black often aims to let 

White's pawns overextend, or 

develop a poor structure, and take 

advantage in the endgame. 

White's natural move is now 2. d4 

as nothing prevents them from 

building a strong center. Bobby 

Fischer sometimes played 2. Nf3 

followed by 3. Nc3. 

3...cxd5 

This almost always leads to the 

Panov-Botvinnik Attack after c4, 

unless white plays 4.Bd3. Note 

that 4.Nc3?! would be a poor 

move due to the fact that the 

knight doesn't do much. e4 is 

poison, while e6 will turn d5 into a 

rock. Therefore, c4 followed by 

Nc3 in far better since then, there 

would be pressure on d5.  

White intended to bring his Rook to the Kingside, but made a major blunder. Black to play. 
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Model Game: 

Levon Aronian vs. Fabiano 
Caruana 

St. Louis—2018 

1.e4 c6 2.d4 d5 3.exd5 cxd5 
4.Bd3 Nc6 5.c3 Nf6 6.Bf4 Bg4 
7.Qb3 Qd7 8.Nd2 e6 9.Ngf3 
Bd6 10.Bxd6 Qxd6 11.Qxb7 
Rb8 12.Qa6 O-O 13.Bb5 Rb6 
14.Qa4 Ne7 15.Ne5 Ng6 
16.Nxg4 Nxg4 17.h3 Nf6 
18.Nb3 e5 19.O-O e4 20.Rfe1 
Nh5 21.Bf1 Nh4 22.Qa5 Qg6 
23.Qxd5 Nf3+ 24.Kh1 Ng3+ 
25.fxg3 Qxg3 26.Qe5 Nxe5 
27.dxe5 Qxe5 28.Rad1 f5 
29.Rd7 Rd6 30.Rxa7 Qg3 
31.Rb1 f4 32.Nc5 Qe3 33.b4 
f3 34.Re7 fxg2+ 35.Bxg2 Rh6  

(White resigns. 0-1) 



MARTINEZ, HECTOR VS. SERNA, DANIEL — RD 
2 
(A81 Dutch Defense: Leningrad Variation) 

1.d4 f5?! 2.g3 Nf6 3.Bg2 g6 4.c4 Bg7 5.Nc3 d6 6.Nf3 O-O 7.O-O Nc6?! 

(7...c6 is more solid. 8.Qb3 Na6 9.Bf4 c5 10.d5 Rb8 11.Nb5 Ra8 12.Qd3) 

8.Bg5?! 

(8.d5 Ne5 9.Nxe5 dxe5 10.Qb3 e6 11.Be3 Qe7 12.Rad1 Ng4) 

8...Ne4 9.e3?? 

(9.Nxe4 fxe4 10.Nd2 Nxd4 11.Nxe4 Bg4 12.Re1 a5 13.Be3 e5 14.Qd2 c6 15.h3 Be6) 

9...Nxg5?? 

(9...h6 10.Bh4 g5 11.Nxe4 fxe4 12.Nxg5 hxg5 13.Bxg5 Bf5 14.f3 exf3 15.Rxf3 Qd7 16.Rf4) 

10.Nxg5 h6? (10...e6 11.Nxe6)  

11.Nh3??  

(11.Bd5+ Kh8 12.Nf7+ Rxf7 13.Bxf7 Kh7 14.Bd5 e5 15.Bxc6 bxc6 16.dxe5 Bxe5 17.Rc1 h5) 

11...e5 12.Bd5+ Kh7 13.Ne2?! (13.Bg2) 

13...f4 14.gxf4?? 

(14.Nhxf4 exf4 15.Nxf4 Qf6 16.Bg2 Ne7 17.b4 h5 18.Rc1 c6 19.h3 Bf5 20.b5 Rae8) 

14...Bxh3 15.Bg2 Bxg2 16.Kxg2 exf4 17.Nxf4 Qg5+ 18.Kh1 Nxd4 19.Rg1 Qf5 20.Rxg6 
Qe4+ 21.Rg2 Nf3 22.Nh5 Nh4?! 

(22...Be5 23.Qd5 Qxd5 24.cxd5 Rf5 25.Ng3 Rf7 26.Rc1 Raf8 27.Ne2 Bxh2 28.b3 b5 29.Rg4) 

23.Qg4?! (23.f3 Rxf3) 

23...Qxg2+ 24.Qxg2 Nxg2 25.Nxg7 Kxg7 26.Rg1 Rxf2 27.Rxg2+ Rxg2 28.Kxg2 Rf8  

(White Resigns. 0-1) 

DUTCH DEFENSE—
1...F5 

The Dutch Defense has a charac-

ter all of its own. Black may play a 

few different setups: 

for a Classical setup with 2...e6 

3...d6 4...Be7, 

for a Stonewall with 2...e6 3...d5 

4...c6, or 

for the Leningrad with 2...g6 

3...Bg7 4...d6. 

White usually plays 2. g3 or 2. c4 

here, though many moves are 

playable. 

One interesting, though often 

considered dubious, option is to 

play the Staunton Gambit with 2. 

e4 leading to more tactical posi-

tions rather than the positional 

grinds and straightforward attacks 

the Dutch usually provides. This 

grabs the e4-square without copy-

ing moves. 

Black made a mistake. White played Nh3 which is a blunder. What is the correct move? 
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Model Game: 

Boris Gelfand vs. Anish Giri 

FIDE Grand Prix Beijing—2013 

1.d4 d6 2.Nf3 g6 3.c4 f5 4.Nc3 
Nf6 5.g3 Bg7 6.Bg2 O-O 7.O-
O c6 8.b3 Qa5 9.Bb2 e5 
10.Qd2 Qc7 11.d5 e4 12.Nd4 
Qe7 13.dxc6 bxc6 14.Rad1 
Rd8 15.Nc2 d5 16.f3 Rd7 
17.cxd5 cxd5 18.Nb5 Nc6 
19.Rc1 Bb7 20.Ncd4 Nxd4 
21.Bxd4 a6 22.Nc3 Rc8 
23.Na4 Rdc7 24.Rxc7 Rxc7 
25.Rc1 Ne8 26.Rxc7 Bxd4+ 
27.Qxd4 Nxc7 28.Qb6 Ne6 
29.fxe4 dxe4 30.e3 Qd7 31.Bf1 
Ng5 32.Bc4+ Kg7 33.Qd4+ 
Qxd4 34.exd4 Nf3+ 35.Kf2 
Nxd4 36.Nc5 Bc6 37.Nxa6 Kf6  

(White resigns. 0-1) 



WUTT, LAURENCE VS. HAMPTON, ROBERT — 
RD 4 
(C41 Philidor Defense: Lion Variation ) 

1.e4 d6 2.d4 Nf6 3.Nc3 Nbd7 4.Nf3 e5 5.dxe5?! 

(5.a4 Be7 6.Bc4 exd4 7.Nxd4 O-O 8.O-O Re8 9.Re1 Ne5) 

5...dxe5 6.Bg5 Bb4 7.Bd3 c6 8.O-O Qc7 9.Ne2?! (9.Nh4 g6) 

9...h6 10.Bd2 Bc5 11.b4 Bb6 12.c4 Qd6?! (12...Qd8) 

13.Bc3 Qe7 14.c5 Bc7 15.Ng3 Nf8 16.Qc2 Bg4 17.Nd2 Ng6 18.Nc4 Rd8 19.Ne3 O-O 
20.Nxg4 Nxg4 21.Nf5 Qe6 22.Be2?! (22.Qe2) 

22...Nf6 23.Bb2 b5?! (23...Qe8) 

24.a4 a5? 

(24...a6 25.axb5 cxb5 26.g3 Qc6 27.Bf3 Rd7 28.Ra3 Ra8 29.Rfa1 Nf8 30.Ne3 a5 31.bxa5) 

25.bxa5?? 

(25.axb5 cxb5 26.Bxb5 Kh7 27.bxa5 Rb8 28.Be2 Nf4 29.Bf3 Ra8 30.Ne3 Bxa5 31.Nd5 Ng6) 

25...Bxa5 26.Rfd1 Rxd1+ 27.Rxd1 bxa4?! (27...Rb8) 

28.Qxa4 Bc7 29.f3?! 

(29.Bc4 Qe8 30.f3 Kh7 31.Bc3 h5 32.g3 Ne7 33.Nd6 Bxd6 34.cxd6 Ng6 35.Qa7 Qd7) 

29...Rd8?? 

(29...Rb8 30.Bc1 Kh7 31.Nd6 Bxd6 32.cxd6 Nf8 33.Qxc6 Qa23 4.Kf1 Ne6 35.d7 Qa7 
36.Qd6) 

30.Rxd8+ Bxd8 31.Bc4 Qd7 32.Nd6 Ne8?? 

(32...Kh7 33.Bxf7 Nh8 34.Qc4 Qa7 35.Bxe5 Nxf7 36.Nxf7 Be7 37.Nd6 Nd7 38.Bd4 Qa5 
39.Qc3) 

33.Bxf7+ (Black resigns. 1-0) 

PHILIDOR—BLACK   
LION DEFENSE 

The Black Lion Defense is a variation 

of the Philidor Defense which was 

named after François-André Danican 

Philidor who popularized it as an 

alternative to Nc6 and contended that 

it was more beneficial for white to 

influence the center. The Black Lion is 

known as an aggressive and exciting 

defense that is used to counter the e4 

opening that generally carries an 

advantage for white. 

The theory behind the defense in-

volves centralized control and also 

hindering a queen-side attack from 

white. It is also marked by distinct 

pawn pushes in the mid-game such as 

h6 or g5 to gain more space than your 

opponent. It is seen as an excellent 

alternative to the Sicilian which also 

seeks to counter white’s powerful e4 

opening option. 

One of the strengths of this defense is 

its ability to compete effectively with 

the e4 opening that many struggle 

against. The knights support each 

other out of the gate and you establish 

a sound central foundation for a good 

attack while remaining safe simultane-

ously. Another strength is you hinder 

white from attacking aggressively in 

the e4 opening.  

Which capture is the correct pawn capture for White? Is it axb5 or bxa5? 
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Model Game: 

Magnus Carlsen vs. Fabiano 
Caruana 

Dubai—2014 

1.d4 d6 2.e4 Nf6 3.Nc3 e5 
4.Nf3 Nbd7 5.Bc4 Be7 6.O-O 
exd4 7.Qxd4 Nb6 8.Bb3 O-O 
9.a4 a5 10.Bf4 Bg4 11.Qd3 
Nfd7 12.Nd4 Bf6 13.Ndb5 Nc5 
14.Qg3 Nxb3 15.cxb3 Be6 
16.Rac1 Nd7 17.Nd5 Bxd5 
18.exd5 Rc8 19.Bd2 Be5 
20.Qh3 c6 21.dxc6 Rxc6 
22.Bxa5 Qxa5 23.Qxd7 Rxc1 
24.Rxc1 Qd2 25.Rf1 Qxb2 
26.Qxb7 Qxb3 27.a5 d5 
28.Qc6 Rb8 29.Rc1 g6 30.a6 
Qa2 31.a7 Rf8 32.g3 d4 
33.Qb7 Kg7 34.Rc8 Rxc8 
35.Qxc8 Qb1+ 36.Kg2 Qe4+ 
37.Kh3 Qd3 38.a8=Q  

(Black resigns. 1-0) 



JOHNSON, LAUREN VS. JUNCHAYA, MADISON 
— RD 5 
(D35 Queen's Gambit Declined: Exchange Variation ) 

1.d4 d5 2.c4 Nf6 3.Nc3?! e6 4.cxd5 Nxd5 5.e4 Nxc3 6.bxc3 c6?! 7.Nf3 Be7 8.Bf4?! 
Nd7 9.Bd3 O-O 10.O-O c5 11.d5 exd5 12.exd5 Nf6?? 

(12...Re8 13.Re1)  

13.c4?? 

(13.d6 Bxd6 14.Bxd6 Re8 15.Bxc5 Bg4 16.Bd4 Nd5 17.Bc2 Nf4 18.Be3 Nd5 19.Qd3 g6) 

13...Bd6 14.Bxd6 Qxd6 15.Qc2 g6 16.Rfe1 Ng4 17.h3 Nf6 18.Ne5 Nd7 19.f4 b5 
20.Re3?!  Bxc4 21.Bxc4 f6?? 

(21...Nb6 22.Qc3 Bd7 23.Rae1 Nxc4 24.Qxc4 Rab8 25.Qc3 Rb4 26.Rd1 Rxf4 27.Nxd7 
Qxd7 28.d6) 

22.Nxg6 Rf7 23.Ne7+ Rxe7 24.Rxe7 Qxe7?! 25.d6+ Qf7 26.Bxf7+ Kxf7? (Checkmate 
is now unavoidable.) 

(26...Kg7 27.Re1 Nf8 28.Re7 Bg4 29.Qc3 Ng6 30.Bxg6+ Kxg6 31.f5+ Bxf5 32.d7 Rb8 
33.Qg3+) 

27.Qxh7+ Ke6 28.Rd1  

(28.Qe7+ Kf5 (Kd5 meets the same fate) 29.Re1 Ne5 30.fxe5 Kg6 31.Qxf6+ Kh7 32.Re4 
c4 33.Rh4+ Kg8 34.Rh8# was forced mate-in-6) 

28...Rb8? 

(28...Nf8 29.Qe7+) 

29.g4 Rb2 30.Qe7#  

1-0 

QUEEN’S GAMBIT—
EXCHANGE VARIATION 

The Queen's Gambit is one of the oldest 

openings in chess and starts with the 

moves 1.d4 d5 2.c4. In it, White sacrifices 

a pawn in order to gain control of the 

center. If Black accepts the gambit with 
2...dxc4, White can immediately try to 

reclaim the sacrificed pawn with 3.e4 or 

3.e3, or White can play 3.Nf3. This open-

ing is very popular among modern players 

and is one of the best openings for 1.d4. 

After 3.e6 Black begins the development 

of his minor pieces, continues to fight for 

the center, including the battleground 

squares d5 and e4, and gets closer to 

castling. 

This is the classical main-line of the QGD. 

White has several options, though some 

of these may transpose into each other at 
some point: 

4.cxd5 - The exchange variation. Unlike 

other exchange variations notorious for 

yielding a quiet game (e.g. French, Slav), 

this exchange has several aggressive 

plans including the "minority attack" on the 

queenside or a preparation for an all-out 

assault by seizing the center by an even-

tual e2-e4 or e3-e4. 

4.Nf3 - This is the solid classical option. 

4.Bg5 - Since this move is usually played 

anyway, it is both constructive while 

keeping options open. 

Black blunders the entire game from an equal position. Can you find the win for White? 
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Model Game: 

Yuri Averbakh vs. Anatolij 
Bannik 

Moscow—1961 

1.d4 Nf6 2.c4 e6 3.Nc3 d5 
4.cxd5 Nxd5 5.e4 Nxc3 6.bxc3 
c5 7.a3 Be7 8.Nf3 b6 9.Bd3 
Bb7 10.O-O O-O 11.Bf4 cxd4 
12.cxd4 Bd6 13.Be3 Nd7 
14.e5 Be7 15.a4 Rc8 16.a5 
Bxf3 17.Qxf3 Nxe5 18.Bxh7+ 
Kxh7 19.dxe5 bxa5 20.Rab1 
Bb4 21.Rbd1 Qe8 22.Bg5 Rh8 
23.Rd4 Be7 24.Qg3 Kg8 
25.Rfd1 Rh5 26.Bxe7 Qxe7 
27.h3 Qc5 28.f4 Rd8 29.Qe3 
Rd7 30.Kh2 Rd5 31.Qe4 g6 
32.Rxd5 exd5 33.Rxd5 Qb4 
34.Rd4 Qb8 35.e6 f5 36.Qd5 
Qe8 37.Qd8 Kf8 38.Qf6+ Kg8 
39.Rd8  

(Black resigns. 1-0) 



NM OPEN—OPEN   
SECTION RESULTS 

Date: 11/19/2022-11/20/2022 

Time Control: g/90+30 

Chief TD: Willow LeTard 

1st Place—Corbin Gustafson   

(NM State Champion) 

2nd Place—Munir (Ramzi)     

Hammad 

3rd Place—Matthias Pfau,     

Benjamin Coraretti, Harshin Jagi-

rapu, and Christian Von Huene 

Biggest Upset—Adam Johnson 

(394 points) 
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What does the letter/number after N: 
mean on a crosstable? 

This is part of the Norms Based Ti-
tle system. 

The letter/number following ‘N:’ on a 
crosstable shows what norm perfor-
mance level was achieved at that event. 
In essence, norms are achieved when a 
player scores more than one point 
above what a player at that norm level 
would have been expected to score. 
(This means, incidentally, that it is 
mathematically impossible to earn a 
norm in an event unless you score at 
least 1.5.) 

N:S means senior master performance 
level (2400) 
N:M means master performance level 
(2200) 
N:C means candidate master perfor-
mance level (2000) 
N:1 through N:4 means level 1 through 
4 performance level, respectively (1800, 
1600, 1400 and 1200) 

Norms performance levels are comput-
ed independently of the awarding of 
titles, so someone who has, for exam-
ple, the Candidate Master title (C) could 
still be listed at having performed at a 
Level 1 or lower level in subsequent 
events as well as at a level higher than 
the highest norms-based title he or she 
has earned to date. 

 

Performance levels and titles are only 
computed after an event has been 
rerated at least once, so they may take 
a week or so to show up for an event. 
Titles at the Candidate Master Level or 
higher have ratings requirements in 
addition to the requirement to earn five 
norms, so those titles may not be 
earned and awarded until after the 
ratings requirement has been met. 



NM OPEN—RESERVE   
SECTION RESULTS 

Date: 11/19/2022-11/20/2022 

Time Control: g/90+30 

Chief TD: Willow LeTard 

1st Place—Brad Langer 

2nd Place—James Lannon, John 

Berba, Nicholas Miller, Jonathan 

McIntyre, and Luis Anabia 

Biggest Upset—Nathaniel Hooks 

(509 points) 
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What does the letter/number after N: 
mean on a crosstable? 

This is part of the Norms Based Ti-
tle system. 

The letter/number following ‘N:’ on a 
crosstable shows what norm perfor-
mance level was achieved at that event. 
In essence, norms are achieved when a 
player scores more than one point 
above what a player at that norm level 
would have been expected to score. 
(This means, incidentally, that it is 
mathematically impossible to earn a 
norm in an event unless you score at 
least 1.5.) 

N:S means senior master performance 
level (2400) 
N:M means master performance level 
(2200) 
N:C means candidate master perfor-
mance level (2000) 
N:1 through N:4 means level 1 through 
4 performance level, respectively (1800, 
1600, 1400 and 1200) 

Norms performance levels are comput-
ed independently of the awarding of 
titles, so someone who has, for exam-
ple, the Candidate Master title (C) could 
still be listed at having performed at a 
Level 1 or lower level in subsequent 
events as well as at a level higher than 
the highest norms-based title he or she 
has earned to date. 

 

Performance levels and titles are only 
computed after an event has been 
rerated at least once, so they may take 
a week or so to show up for an event. 
Titles at the Candidate Master Level or 
higher have ratings requirements in 
addition to the requirement to earn five 
norms, so those titles may not be 
earned and awarded until after the 
ratings requirement has been met. 



NM OPEN—BOOSTER   
SECTION RESULTS 

Date: 11/19/2022-11/20/2022 

Time Control: g/90+30 

Chief TD: Willow LeTard 

1st Place—Eliot Ferreira 

2nd Place—Santiago Lozoya 

3rd Place—Mason Brady, Ian 

Evan, and John LeTard 

Biggest Upset—Santiago Lozoya 

(331 points) 
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What does the letter/number after N: 
mean on a crosstable? 

This is part of the Norms Based Ti-
tle system. 

The letter/number following ‘N:’ on a 
crosstable shows what norm perfor-
mance level was achieved at that event. 
In essence, norms are achieved when a 
player scores more than one point 
above what a player at that norm level 
would have been expected to score. 
(This means, incidentally, that it is 
mathematically impossible to earn a 
norm in an event unless you score at 
least 1.5.) 

N:S means senior master performance 
level (2400) 
N:M means master performance level 
(2200) 
N:C means candidate master perfor-
mance level (2000) 
N:1 through N:4 means level 1 through 
4 performance level, respectively (1800, 
1600, 1400 and 1200) 

Norms performance levels are comput-
ed independently of the awarding of 
titles, so someone who has, for exam-
ple, the Candidate Master title (C) could 
still be listed at having performed at a 
Level 1 or lower level in subsequent 
events as well as at a level higher than 
the highest norms-based title he or she 
has earned to date. 

 

Performance levels and titles are only 
computed after an event has been 
rerated at least once, so they may take 
a week or so to show up for an event. 
Titles at the Candidate Master Level or 
higher have ratings requirements in 
addition to the requirement to earn five 
norms, so those titles may not be 
earned and awarded until after the 
ratings requirement has been met. 



NM OPEN—
SCHOLASTIC RESULTS 

Date: 11/19/2022 

Time Control: g/30d5 (Dual-Rated) 

Chief Asst TD: Steve Perea 

9th-12th Grade— 

1st Place—Jacob Light 

2nd Place—Nathan Moritz 

3rd Place—Nat’anni Reece 

6th-8th Grade— 

1st Place—Krish Sathish 

2nd Place—Alexanda Zagrai and Abhay 

Roy 

3rd Place—Gaganasree Munaga 

2nd-5th Grade— 

1st Place—Aariv Agrawal 

2nd Place—Misha Ahmad 

3rd Place—Callan Rosandich, Nikhil Roy, 

Vaasak Munaga, and Aadit Balwan 

K-1st Grade— 

1st Place—Thiago Castillo 

2nd Place—Anaya Ahmad 

3rd Place—Aadya Balwan and Layla 

LeTard 
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I've never played quick chess, why do I 
have a quick rating? 

Under US Chess policy, events that are 
played at a total time control of Game/30 
through Game/65 (i.e., each player has a 
total of 30-65 minutes, including the incre-
ment or delay setting) must be rated as 
both regular and quick chess events. This 
is not an option, all events that are played 
at those time controls will be dual-rated. 
US Chess's time control rules have 
changed several times in recent years, 
players and TDs are advised to consult the 
current US Chess rulebook, including 
the Update to the US Chess Rulebook for 
the complete current time control rules. 

 

I just played in my first Blitz, Quick or 
dual-rated chess event? 
Why doesn't my tournament record 
indicate I was previously Unrated in 
quick chess? 

A player who has a regular rating but no 
quick rating is given a starting value for the 
quick rating equal to his or her regular 
rating. If the regular rating is based on 10 
or more games, the initial quick rating is 
treated as if it were based on 10 games. If 
the regular rating is based on fewer than 
10 games, the initial quick rating is based 
on the actual number of regular rated 
games. Similar rules apply to starting Blitz 
ratings. For full details, please see the 
explanation of the US Chess Rating Sys-
tem. 



DECEMBER G60—
RESULTS 

Date: 12/3/2022 

Time Control: g/60d5 (Dual-

Rated) 

Chief TD: Daniel Serna 

1st Place—Tony Schroeder and 

Christian Von Huene (tie) 

Bottom Half—Nathan Moritz 

Biggest Upset—Alex Xaver (823 

points) 
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I've never played quick chess, why 
do I have a quick rating? 

Under US Chess policy, events that are 
played at a total time control of 
Game/30 through Game/65 (i.e., each 
player has a total of 30-65 minutes, 
including the increment or delay setting) 
must be rated as both regular and quick 
chess events. This is not an option, all 
events that are played at those time 
controls will be dual-rated. US Chess's 
time control rules have changed several 
times in recent years, players and TDs 
are advised to consult the current US 
Chess rulebook, including the Update to 
the US Chess Rulebook for the com-
plete current time control rules. 

 

I just played in my first Blitz, Quick or 
dual-rated chess event? 
Why doesn't my tournament record 
indicate I was previously Unrated in 
quick chess? 

A player who has a regular rating but no 
quick rating is given a starting value for 
the quick rating equal to his or her 
regular rating. If the regular rating is 
based on 10 or more games, the initial 
quick rating is treated as if it were based 
on 10 games. If the regular rating is 
based on fewer than 10 games, the 
initial quick rating is based on the actual 
number of regular rated games. Similar 
rules apply to starting Blitz ratings. For 
full details, please see the explanation 
of the US Chess Rating System. 



SCHOLASTIC RAPID 
AND BLITZ—RAPID  
RESULTS 

Date: 12/10/2022 

Time Control: g/10d5 

Chief TD: Willow LeTard 

 

K-12th Grade— 

1st Place—Lucas Reyes 

2nd Place—Manuel Castillo 

3rd Place—Ezekiel Ortega 

 

K-8th Grade— 

1st Place—Liam Fetherlin 

2nd Place—Gideon Blevens 

3rd Place—Pablo Horcasitas V 
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Why isn't my current published rating the 
same as any of my post-event ratings? 

An official rating list is a snapshot of the 
ratings information we have on players as of a 
particular point in time, currently around 11:45 
PM on the third Wednesday of the month 
before a new ratings list becomes official. 

However, the post-event rating from your most 
recent event at that time can change later on, 
due to rerates. 

For example, suppose you played on a 
tournament on the 10th of the month and that 
was your most recent event in our records as 
of the time the new rating list was created. 
Your post-event rating from that event would 
become your new published rating. 

However, suppose you also played in a 
tournament a few days earlier but it had not 
yet been received and rated by US Chess by 
the time we generated the next official ratings 
list. Once that event is received and rated, it 
needs to be sorted into the proper chronologi-
cal order, which happens during the next 
rerate. When that occurs, both your pre-event 
rating and post-event for the event on the 10th 
may change. 

Similarly, suppose there is a correction made 
to the event on the 10th after the new ratings 
list is prepared, such as an incorrectly report-
ed result for one of your games. When that 
correction is made, your post-event rating 
from that event is likely to change when that 
event is re-rated. 

In either case, we do not go back and revise 
the published ratings list. 

K-12th Grade Rapid State Championship Results 

K-8th Grade Rapid State Championship Results 



SCHOLASTIC RAPID 
AND BLITZ—RAPID  
RESULTS 

Date: 12/10/2022 

Time Control: g/10d5 

Chief TD: Willow LeTard 

 

K-5th Grade— 

1st Place—Ilijah Horcasitas 

2nd Place—Benjamin Geiger 

3rd Place—Liana Coca 

K-3rd Grade— 

1st Place—Diego Bierman 

2nd Place—Ian Arzabal 

3rd Place—Jude Martinez 

K-1st Grade— 

1st Place—Lilah Azua 

2nd Place—Thiago Castillo 

3rd Place—Amaralysse Hobson 

and Eric Davidson-Chavez 
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Why isn't my current published rating the 
same as any of my post-event ratings? 

An official rating list is a snapshot of the 
ratings information we have on players as of a 
particular point in time, currently around 11:45 
PM on the third Wednesday of the month 
before a new ratings list becomes official. 

However, the post-event rating from your most 
recent event at that time can change later on, 
due to rerates. 

For example, suppose you played on a 
tournament on the 10th of the month and that 
was your most recent event in our records as 
of the time the new rating list was created. 
Your post-event rating from that event would 
become your new published rating. 

However, suppose you also played in a 
tournament a few days earlier but it had not 
yet been received and rated by US Chess by 
the time we generated the next official ratings 
list. Once that event is received and rated, it 
needs to be sorted into the proper chronologi-
cal order, which happens during the next 
rerate. When that occurs, both your pre-event 
rating and post-event for the event on the 10th 
may change. 

Similarly, suppose there is a correction made 
to the event on the 10th after the new ratings 
list is prepared, such as an incorrectly report-
ed result for one of your games. When that 
correction is made, your post-event rating 
from that event is likely to change when that 
event is re-rated. 

In either case, we do not go back and revise 
the published ratings list. 

K-5th Grade Rapid State Championship Results 

K-3rd Grade Rapid State Championship Results 

K-1st Grade Rapid State Championship Results 



SCHOLASTIC RAPID 
AND BLITZ—BLITZ    
RESULTS 

Date: 12/10/2022 

Time Control: g/5d2 

Chief TD: Willow LeTard 

 

K-12th Grade— 

1st Place—Manuel Castillo 

2nd Place—Ezekiel Ortega 

3rd Place—Omar Reyes 

 

K-8th Grade— 

1st Place—Liam Fetherlin 

2nd Place—Nash LeTard 

3rd Place—Yokesh Ilango 
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Why isn't my current published rating the 
same as any of my post-event ratings? 

An official rating list is a snapshot of the 
ratings information we have on players as of a 
particular point in time, currently around 11:45 
PM on the third Wednesday of the month 
before a new ratings list becomes official. 

However, the post-event rating from your most 
recent event at that time can change later on, 
due to rerates. 

For example, suppose you played on a 
tournament on the 10th of the month and that 
was your most recent event in our records as 
of the time the new rating list was created. 
Your post-event rating from that event would 
become your new published rating. 

However, suppose you also played in a 
tournament a few days earlier but it had not 
yet been received and rated by US Chess by 
the time we generated the next official ratings 
list. Once that event is received and rated, it 
needs to be sorted into the proper chronologi-
cal order, which happens during the next 
rerate. When that occurs, both your pre-event 
rating and post-event for the event on the 10th 
may change. 

Similarly, suppose there is a correction made 
to the event on the 10th after the new ratings 
list is prepared, such as an incorrectly report-
ed result for one of your games. When that 
correction is made, your post-event rating 
from that event is likely to change when that 
event is re-rated. 

In either case, we do not go back and revise 
the published ratings list. 

K-12th Grade Blitz State Championship Results 

K-8th Grade Blitz State Championship Results 



SCHOLASTIC RAPID 
AND BLITZ—BLITZ    
RESULTS 

Date: 12/10/2022 

Time Control: g/5d2 

Chief TD: Willow LeTard 

 

K-5th Grade— 

1st Place—Ilijah Horcasitas 

2nd Place—Liana Coca 

3rd Place—Benjamin Geiger 

K-3rd Grade— 

1st Place—Ian Arzabal 

2nd Place—Kassiah Martinez 

K-1st Grade— 

1st Place—Thiago Castillo 

2nd Place—Amaralysse Hobson 

3rd Place—Jude Martinez 
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Why isn't my current published rating the 
same as any of my post-event ratings? 

An official rating list is a snapshot of the 
ratings information we have on players as of a 
particular point in time, currently around 11:45 
PM on the third Wednesday of the month 
before a new ratings list becomes official. 

However, the post-event rating from your most 
recent event at that time can change later on, 
due to rerates. 

For example, suppose you played on a 
tournament on the 10th of the month and that 
was your most recent event in our records as 
of the time the new rating list was created. 
Your post-event rating from that event would 
become your new published rating. 

However, suppose you also played in a 
tournament a few days earlier but it had not 
yet been received and rated by US Chess by 
the time we generated the next official ratings 
list. Once that event is received and rated, it 
needs to be sorted into the proper chronologi-
cal order, which happens during the next 
rerate. When that occurs, both your pre-event 
rating and post-event for the event on the 10th 
may change. 

Similarly, suppose there is a correction made 
to the event on the 10th after the new ratings 
list is prepared, such as an incorrectly report-
ed result for one of your games. When that 
correction is made, your post-event rating 
from that event is likely to change when that 
event is re-rated. 

In either case, we do not go back and revise 
the published ratings list. 

K-5th Grade Blitz State Championship Results 

K-3rd Grade Blitz State Championship Results 



TACTICS PUZZLES—ANSWERS 
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Puzzle #1 - 

1.f4 Qg6 2.fxe5 Bxh3 3.Rf2 

Puzzle #2 - 

1...d3 Bf1 2.Rxe1 Rxe1 
3.Rxc4 

Puzzle #3 - 

1.Qd3 (threatening Qxe4 
and Bb5) 

Puzzle #4 - 

1.Rb6+ Kf5 2.Bc2+ 

Puzzle #5 - 

1.Bb5+ Qd7 2.Bxd7+ 

Puzzle #6 - 

1.Qe7+ Kc8 2.Qf8+ Kc7 
3.Qxg7+ Kb8 4.Qxf6 

Puzzle #7 - 

1...Na6 Qxf7+ 2.Qxf7 Nxf7 
3.Kxf7 

“The blunders are all there 
on the board, waiting to be 
made.” 

 - Savielly Tartakower 



ALBUQUERQUE CHESS CLUB—NEW CHESS EQUIPMENT FOR SALE 
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Heavy-duty paper tournament chess board—$2 

 

One color set of single-weighted tournament chess pieces  

(white, black or natural)—$5 

 

Two color set of single-weighted tournament chess pieces  

(white, black or natural)—$9 

 

Medium Black Chess bag—$10 (only 1 left) 

 

Single-weight tournament chess set w/ bag and board—$16 

 

Tournament Chess Clock w/ delay & increment—$20 

 

Mousepad tournament chess set w/ bag and single-weighted pieces—$20 (only 1 left) 

 

Triple-weighted tournament chess set w/ bag and board—$20 

 

Magnus Chess Academy tournament chess set w/ large bag, triple-weighted chess set, pen and 
board—$35 (only 1 left) 

To order, you may email king@abqchessclub.org or purchase in-person at upcoming  

tournament events. 

We accept CASH, VENMO, ZELLE, or PAYPAL for payment 



“Every chess master was once a beginner.” - Irving Chernev 

1/15—January G/60, (Albuquerque) 4-SS (Accelerated), G/60d5, $20, 1st-$200 2nd-$100, 
Bottom Half -$100, Upset-$50, Round 1 @ 9am 

1/21-1/22—2023 Senior Championship and Memorial Open, (Albuquerque) 5-SS, G/90d5, 
$35-$60, 4 sections, 4-SS Scholastic on Sat, $20, Round 1 @ 9am 

2/11-2/12—Sandia FIDE Open, (Albuquerque) 5-SS, G/90+30, $80, 1st-$600, 2nd-$400, 
3rd-$200, FIDE RATED, Open to USCF over 1700 and FIDE Rated players ONLY, Round 
1 @ 9am 

2/11—February G/60, (Albuquerque) 4-SS (Accelerated), G/60d5, $20, 1st-$200 2nd-$100, 
Bottom Half -$100, Upset-$50, Round 1 @ 9am 

2/12—NMCO All-Girls Scholastic, (Albuquerque) 4-SS, G/45d5, Open—$20, U800—$15, 
K-3 aged FREE, Medals for 1st-3rd for ES, MS, and HS and all plus scores, Round 1 @ 
10am 

More information can be found at: www.nmchess.org/tournament-events 

Alamogordo Chess Club— 

Mondays, 4pm-7pm at Plateau Espresso 

575-415-3628 or 
matt.grinberg@erols.com 

Coronado Chess Club—  

Wednesdays, 6:45pm at Frontier Restau-
rant 

Two unrated rounds weekly, G/30 

Diamondback Chess Club— 

Mondays, 6pm-9m at Fuddruckers (Pan 
American) 

RATED games, $5 entry w/ cash prizes 

Chess.coachwillow@gmail.com 

Empire Chess Club— 

Sundays (except holidays), 5pm-9pm at 
Jason’s Deli (Holly Ave) 

No charge to play, $0.25 for rated games 

505-315-8709 or 
chess.coach.steve@gmail.com 

 

 

West Mesa Chess Club— 

Saturdays, 9am –3pm at West Mesa 
Community Center 

Casual games, all ages and skills 

505-833-3770 before 6pm (Bob Scott) 

Four Corners Chess Club— 

Tuesdays, 5pm-7pm at San Juan College 
(student lounge above Mary’s Kitchen, 
next to SJC Library) 

505-330-2923 (Steve Marquez) 

505-486-1197 (Preston Herrington) 

Santa Fe Rooks— 

Monthly Tournaments 

Mondays, 6pm-9pm at Violet Crown on 
Alcaldesa Street 

Cruces Chess Club– 

Wednesdays, Rotating breweries and 
wineries 

“Cruces Chess Club” on Facebook 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

CHESS CLUBS AROUND THE STATE 
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NEW MEXICO CHESS 
ORGANIZATION 

The purpose of the organization shall 
be to promote chess in the state of 
New Mexico by conducting chess 
tournaments and by cooperating 
with chess clubs, schools, and chess 
associations throughout New Mexico 
whose aim is to broaden and develop 
chess as an educational, competitive, 
and cultural activity. NMCO is affili-
ated with the United States Chess 
Federation (USCF) and is the official 
state affiliate representative to USCF 
with the privileges and obligations 
pertaining thereto.   

NEW MEXICO CHESS EXECUTIVE BOARD 
President: John LeTard 

Vice-President: Daniel Serna 

Treasurer: Christian Von Huene (Assistant Treasurer: Dean Brunton) 

Secretary: Madison Junchaya 

Tournament Organizer: OPEN 

Scholastic Director: Willow LeTard 

Southern NM Regional Scholastic Director: Manuel Castillo, Sr. 

Desert Knight Editor: OPEN (Interim Editor: Daniel Serna) 

Webmaster Joseph Cutchall (Social Media Coordinator: Omar Reyes) 

Member-At-Large: Wil Barela, Southern New Mexico 

Member-At-Large: Heidi Fleck, Women’s Chess 

Member-At-Large: Preston Herrington, Northern New Mexico 

Member-At-Large: Steve Perea, Central New Mexico 

(Congratulations to all new and returning board members for 2023!) 

2023, Issue 1: credits and contributors: 

 

The Desert Knight would like to thank the following people for their help with this issue: 

· Corbin Gustafson for providing an interview 

· John LeTard for his president’s message 

· Steve Perea for the I-10 Showdown information 

· iChess.net for the infographic 

· Andre Harding for his article on USCF Tournament Directing 

· ALL NM Open players for providing scoresheets to be used for this issue 

· NMCO Executive Board for meeting minutes and notes 

· All clubs and tournament organizers for upcoming events 

· The chess community for giving New Mexico Chess players the best opportunities 
and places to play in the Southwest 

See you all in issue #2! 

- Daniel 

New Mexico Chess Organization 
 

P.O. Box 4215 
Albuquerque, NM 

87196-4215 
 

Website: www.nmchess.org 
 

Facebook: New Mexico Chess 
Organization 

 
E-mail: board@nmchess.org 


